


“I had an extremely strange dream last night,” Linda said as she, Marc, 
and Todd were standing around at school waiting for the bell to ring.�

“What was it about?  Was I in it?” Marc wanted to know.�

“Sorry, Marc, you weren’t,” Linda replied.  “Actually, you know who was 
in it?  Nick.  And it was weird because it was Nick the way he used to 
be before he had the drug problem, before he started spacing out all 
the time.  Back when you could talk with him and know that he was 
actually listening.”�

The group was silent for a few seconds while they recalled the way 
Nick used to be.  They were all glad his parents had convinced him to 
go to a treatment center for help.�

“But Nick wasn’t the only person in my dream,” Linda continued.  “The 
thing is, I can’t remember who else was there.  It was someone I 
know, but I can’t think of who!”  She was obviously annoyed.�

“Hey, in a movie I saw last weekend, this guy used hypnosis to help a 
woman remember her dreams,” said Todd.�



“Did it work?” asked Linda.�

“Well, in the movie it did,” said Todd.  “But I read in a magazine article 
that you can only be hypnotized if you want to be.”�

“How did he hypnotize her in the movie?” Linda wanted to know.  
“What kinds of things did he do?”�

“Well, first he got out a chain with something hanging form it.  He 
began to swing it slowly back and forth in front of the woman’s eyes, 
and he told her to concentrate on it.  Then he told her that she was 
getting sleepy, very sleepy, and that her eyelids were getting heavy.  
Once he’d put her in a trance, he asked her some questions about her 
dreams, and she was able to answer them.  It was amazing.”�

“Huh,” pondered Linda.  “Sounds a little creepy to me.”  Just then the 
bell rang, and everyone went off to class.  Linda never did figure out 
who else had been in her dream.�
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Consciousness is a state of awareness of 
ourselves and our world�

It is a construct—a concept that cannot be seen 
or touched�

It includes our thoughts, feelings, sensations 
and perceptions�



FOCUSED AWARENESS:  concentration only on 
the immediate task at hand, such as an athlete 
“being in the zone”; wide awake, fully alert, 
and fully engaged�



DRIFTING AWARENESS:  daydreaming; a low 
level of awareness; fantasizing; idle but 
directed thinking while awake�



MULTI-TASKING:  the concurrent or 
interweaved execution of two or more jobs 
by a single CPU. �

DIVIDED CONSCIOUSNESS:  multiple “awareness” 
of separate thinking processes �



CONSCIOUS LEVEL �

perceptions �

thoughts�

PRECONSCIOUS LEVEL �

memories� stored knowledge�

UNCONSCIOUS LEVEL �

selfish needs�

fears�

violent motives�

Unacceptable desires�

shameful experiences�immoral urges�

recalled 
awareness�

present 
awareness�

hidden; �
 “non-awareness”�

NON-CONSCIOUS LEVEL �

biological�
functions�



Lack of awareness of one’s surroundings or loss of 
consciousness�

head trauma�

coma�

anesthesia�









Sleep debt:  a lack of sleep creates a need to 
“make-up” the loss�

Increase susceptibility to illness�

Unusual levels of anxiety�

Apathy�

Slowed reflexes�

Reduced ability to concentrate�



Circadian rhythm:  daily cycle of bodily processes�

• The human biological clock functions on a 25 
hour cycle�

• External cues (sunlight, alarm clocks) reset the 
natural cycle�











“…to sleep, perchance to dream….” 
Hamlet 
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